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ETHICS IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH

Michael Schwartz and Howard Harris

The influence of the global South is increasing in the conduct and governance of multi-nationals, in the growing interest in the ‘bottom of the pyramid’, in the debates over the environment, trade and international law. There are questions aplenty. Does the First World understand? Some answer with a resounding, No. ‘Missing from much current mainstream policy, media and academic debate is acknowledgement of the diversity of the global middle classes and an understanding of how ethical interpretations and behaviour differ in various consumer markets around the world’ (McEwan, Hughes, & Bek, 2015). The ‘complexities and tensions faced during fieldwork’ are sufficient to have given rise to a handbook (Lunn, 2014).

Definitions of the global South vary. In some ways, the global South is a contra definition, in that it is not North America and Western Europe, in short the not-North. Australia, from which a number of authors in this volume come, lies south of the equator, and was once called terra australis incognita, the unknown southland, the great Southland (Clark, 1962: 1.25), yet it fits less well in the global South grouping than it does in the geographically distant Europe and North America grouping, at least on some terms. One of the contributors to this volume, Andani Thakhathi, has provided an historical insight which leads to a definition consistent with the intent of this volume.

The global North/global South distinction stems from the earlier North-South divide which first emerged in the early 1980s through reports published by the Independent Commission on International Development Issues chaired by Willy Brandt [...] In these
reports, North-South was defined and distinguished as a non-permanent grouping where North-South are generally akin to rich-poor or developed-developing (Brandt, 1980). After the North-South divide was introduced, scholars began to use the terms global North and global South to indicate that these terms were not rigid geographical demarcations, but rather that they were emphasising inequalities (Rigg, 2007). This volume uses the term global South as defined in the following: “The South is a geographical convenience based on the fact that most of the Poor World lies south of latitude 30° North” (Rigg, 2015).

Thus in this volume are contributions relating to specific nations and regions in the global South – China, India, Indonesia, East Africa and the Republic of South Africa, and to a range of beliefs and religions which have global reach – Christianity, Confucianism, Islam, Hinduism and Judaism.

The first contribution is about famine in India, East Africa and Indonesia, about the allocation of resources to various communities and nations during times of famine. Some of the allocation decisions are made by colonial rulers or by occupying military powers; some are made by local authorities. These are decisions about establishing the common good, about dignity, about the ranking of one group (the occupying army, for instance) above others (the native population, say), about assessing the needs of others. These are ethical decisions. They are ethical decisions made within organisational structures; sometimes structures of the developed world, sometimes local, tribal and regional organisations in the global South. Brennan, Heathcote and Lucas set out detailed evidence of the decisions made and some of the consequences. They do not seek to apply any specific ethical theory to the analysis of the famines they examine, and indeed the word ‘ethics’ does not appear in their text, yet it provides a clear example of ethics at work in the global South.

The next three contributions discuss aspects of the similarities of ethics across the so-called North-South divide. Andani Thakhathi shows how six sets of international ethical guidelines, predominantly drawn up in the West, have been successfully applied in a large corporation in the Republic of South Africa. The users found them to fit well in the local context. This is an encouraging finding, especially as many of the frameworks applied in the case organisation are well known and widely used in ethics education and corporate reporting – AA1000, ISO5000, GRI, Carbon Disclosure Project, UN Global Compact and the International <IR> Framework. The concept of ethical frameworks is taken up by Issam Kouatli in his contribution which examines similarities in religious traditions. He examines how people respond to the ethical issues raised in new technologies such as cloud computing and suggests that a framework of ethical behaviours (FEB) developed with reference to religion may be useful in helping people to
respond to the new predicaments that IT technology can bring. In particular he examines the holy books of Islam, Judaism and Christianity, seeing in the Ten Commandments and similar texts a basis for the framework of ethical behaviours. Chris Provis, writing about the Doctrine of the Mean, notes that the virtue of moderation – the avoidance of both excess and deficiency – is valued in both Aristotelean virtue ethics and in Confucianism. He shows how this similarity can be seen in both traditions over many centuries. Whether this is an example of interaction between cultures or separate development he does not say, but it is perhaps an invitation to those in both global North and global South to look closely at the similarities in ethical teaching.

Whilst he sees a similarity in commitment from governments in China and Australia to reduce the incidence of bribery and corruption, Tim O’Shannasay also sees differences. He examines gift giving, guanxi, bribery and corruption, generating a number of research propositions which he suggests will lead to a framework to manage gift giving, guanxi, bribery and corruption for the firm. O’Shannasay makes a distinction, which flows through to the framework between appropriate gift giving and guanxi which are not bad and bribery and corruption that are bad. Roderick O’Brien’s contribution is also about governance regimes. Written initially as a paper for an ethics conference in Australia in 2000, the paper describes the procedures and outcomes of the bar examination in China. It provides information about a system probably not well known outside China. It is also included in this collection as an example of the continuing interest of authors outside the global South in ethical matters in that part of the world.

In his short history of applied ethics in Australia, Howard Harris shows how there has been a persistent interest in the global South from Australian academics and from the members of the Australian Association for Professional and Applied Ethics. Australians have welcomed visitors from the global South, both academics and practitioners, at their conferences and in their universities. Student exchange and overseas teaching have also helped to make links with the global South. The simple step of being in another place is a start. Having a basis for reflection and analysis can take that a step or two further toward understanding. Ethics provides one such framework. Social science can also contribute. One of the two books reviewed in this volume contains examples and advocacy for the positive contribution that the arts, humanities and social sciences provide to human society throughout the world. Joseph Siracusa’s book on the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia contains chapters about international street art, about the importance of community in the development of literacy, matters which are as important in the global South as elsewhere.
That the other review in this volume is of a film, *The Big Short* (2015), is further demonstration of the point that many contributors have made, that ethics is not something for the ivory tower or the dry academic journal paper, but that it is something of importance to the life of individuals, organisations and societies on both sides of the global South/global North divide. Patrick O’Brien in his review shows how the film not only captures the unfolding of the Financial Crisis of 2007/8 but also highlights the place of individuals and individual ethical beliefs. Indirectly, he shows how stories are important in ethics and in the establishment of ethical and cultural norms (Volume 11 of *Research in Ethical Issues in Organizations* (Schwartz and Harris, 2014) examined the role of fiction in organizational ethics).

Developments in the global South have raised ethical questions in business, in human development, economics and the environment. Practitioners and academics working in the countries of the global South and in other southern hemisphere countries have contributed to debates about ethical issues in organizations. When we set out on this venture our intention was to showcase not only work about ethics in the global South but also to publish recent work by authors from the global South even if it was not about the global South. As it has turned out, all the papers in this volume deal with aspects of ethics in the global South.
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